AbstractÐA fast algorithm for multiplicative inversion in qp P m using normal basis is proposed. It is an improvement on those proposed by Itoh and Tsujii and by Chang et al., which are based on Fermat's Theorem and require ylog m multiplications. The number of multiplications is reduced by decomposing m À I into several factors and a small remainder.
INTRODUCTION
F INITE or Galois field qp P m is used in many applications such as error-correcting codes and cryptography. In these applications, it is crucial to carry out operations, such as addition, multiplication, and multiplicative inversion, in qp P m fast. It is known that multiplicative inversion is much more time-consuming than addition and multiplication and several attempts have been made to carry out this operation fast.
Several algorithms have been proposed for multiplicative inversion in qp P m . Some of them are based on Fermat's theorem and use normal basis [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] . Fermat's theorem implies that, for any nonzero element P qp P m , ÀI P m ÀP and, hence, multiplicative inversion can be carried out by exponentiation by P m À P. Wang et al. proposed an algorithm in which the exponentiation is carried out by iterative squarings and multiplications [1] . It requires m À I squarings and m À P multiplications. Since, in the normal basis representation, squaring of an element in qp P m is carried out by a simple cyclic shift and, hence, much faster than multiplication, then it is important to reduce the number of multiplications. Itoh and Tsujii reduced the number of required multiplications to ylog m [2] , [3] . Feng proposed a similar algorithm, which requires the same number of multiplications as Itoh and Tsujii's [4] . Chang et al. improved Itoh and Tsujii's algorithm and showed that the number of required multiplications can be further reduced for some ms by factorizing m À I into two factors [5] .
In this paper, we propose a new fast algorithm for multiplicative inversion in qp P m using normal basis. It is an improvement on the algorithm proposed by Chang et In the next section, normal basis and multiplicative inversion in qp P m using normal basis are summarized. We will propose a new fast algorithm in Section 3.
MULTIPLICATIVE INVERSION USING NORMAL BASIS
For an P qp P m , 
In other words, squaring is carried out by a simple cyclic right shift. Note that powering by P i can be carried out by an i mod mEit cyclic right shift.
Massey and Omura proposed an efficient algorithm for multiplication in qp P m using normal basis [9] . In the algorithm, the fact that squaring is carried out by a cyclic shift is used. Although the algorithm is efficient, multiplication is more time-consuming than squaring.
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Based on this fact, Wang et al. proposed an algorithm in which the exponentiation is carried out by iterative squarings and multiplications [1] . It requires m À P multiplications as well as m À I squarings.
As stated, using normal basis, squaring is carried out by a simple cyclic shift and, hence, much faster than multiplication. Therefore, it is important to reduce the number of multiplications for accelerating the exponentiation.
Itoh and Tsujii reduced the number of required multiplications to ylog m [2] , [3] . The algorithm proposed in [3] is based on the following fact: Let
Iterative application of this reduction yields
Hereafter, we call the algorithm proposed in [3] Algorithm [IT] . Algorithm[IT] requires lm À I wm À I À P multiplications and lm À I wm À I À I (multiple-bit) cyclic shifts, where lm À I q is the number of bits of the binary representation of m À I and wm À I is the number of 1s in the representation, i.e., the Hamming weight of the representation.
Feng proposed a similar algorithm, which requires the same number of multiplications and cyclic shifts as Algorithm[IT] [4] .
Chang et al. improved Algorithm [IT] and showed that the number of required multiplications can be further reduced for some ms [5] . The algorithm proposed in [5] is based on the following fact: Let m À I be factorized as m À I s Â t. Then,
In rÀP Á Á Á n I n H P . Then,
Hereafter, we call the algorithm proposed in [5] Algorithm [Chang] . Algorithm [Chang] requires ls ws À P lt wt À P multiplications and ls ws À I lt wt À P (multiple-bit) cyclic shifts. The number of multiplications is reduced for some ms 
NEW ALGORITHM
The algorithm proposed by Chang et al. is efficient, but it is not applicable to m such that m À I is prime. We propose a new algorithm which is also applicable to such m.
Since [Chang] by replacing m by m À h.
By this method, we can reduce the number of required multiplications for some ms. For example, when m P U IPV, we can reduce the number of multiplications to 10 by decomposing m À I IPU as IV Â U I, while Algorithm[IT] requires 12 multiplications and Algorithm [Chang] is not applicable. When m PSR, we can reduce the number of multiplications to 11 by decomposing m À I PSQ as VR Â Q I, while Algorithm[IT] requires 13 and Algorithm [Chang] requires 12 by factorization of II Â PQ.
Although it is not stated in [5] , it is obvious that the principle used in Algorithm [Chang] can be iteratively applied when m À I contains more than two factors. We can reduce the number of required multiplications for some ms by factorizing m À I into more than two factors. For example, when m P V PST, we can reduce the number of multiplications to 10 by factorizing m À I PSS as Q Â S Â IU. Note that Algorithm[IT] requires 14 multiplications and that Algorithm [Chang] requires 11 by factorization of IS Â IU or S Â SI or Q Â VS. We can adopt this method when m À h À I can be factorized into more than two factors.
Furthermore, the principle that decomposing m À I into several factors and a small remainder h can be recursively applied to one of the factors of m À h À I. For example, when m QVR, we can reduce the number of multiplications to 13 by decomposing m À I QVQ as QV Â S I Â P I. Note that Algorithm[IT] requires 15 multiplications and that Algorithm [Chang] is not applicable.
Based on the consideration, we propose a new algorithm as follows. In the following algorithm, function p un is recursively called.
Algorithm[TYT] function p unY t /* calculating
When m À I is decomposed as m À I k jI s j h and s I is not decomposed, the number of required multiplications is k jI ls j ws j À P h. This is because the number of required multiplications corresponding to factor s j is ls j ws j À P. When the first factor s I is decomposed further, we can calculate the number of required multiplications by using this formula iteratively.
The number of required multiplications depends on the way of decomposition. There may exist several decompositions that minimize the number of multiplications. In such a case, it seems better to adopt the simplest decomposition, i.e., the one with the fewest components, in order to make the control of ÀI computation simpler. (We refer to the factors and the remainder(s) as components.) We call the decomposition that minimizes the number of required multiplications and consists of the fewest components ªoptimal decomposition.º There may exist more than one optimal decomposition.
The following propositions are useful for finding the optimal decomposition(s) of m À I.
lm À I wm À I À P n w. Therefore, it is obvious that, in the optimal decomposition of m À I, the remainder h must be smaller than and, hence,
When m À I is decomposed as k jI s j h and s I is not decomposed further, the number of required multiplications is at least k jI ls j h ! lm À I h because ws j ! P. When the first factor s I is decomposed further, the number of required multiplications corresponding to the optimal decomposition of s I is at least ls I and, hence, the number of required multiplications by the optimal decomposition of m À I is also at least lm À I h. Therefore, we have the following propositions.
Proposition 3. In the optimal decomposition of m À I, the remainder h must be smaller than wm À I À P.
Proposition 4. When m À I P n P n H , where n b n H , i.e., wm À I P, the optimal decomposition is m À I itself and the number of required multiplications is n I.
When m is given, we can find the optimal decomposition(s) of m À I by an exhaustive search with efficient pruning using the above propositions. Note that we can also use the above propositions for finding the optimal decomposition of the first factor s I . Although it is an interesting problem, the problem of finding the optimal decomposition is not crucial because we have to solve this problem only once when we choose m.
In practical applications, m is frequently selected as a power of 2. When m P n , m À I P n À I and lm À I wm À I n. If we do not decompose m À I, Algorithm[IT] requires Pn À P multiplications. When n is even, P n À I can be factorized as P naP I Â P naP À I and, when naP is even again, P naP À I can be factorized further. In such a case, we can greatly reduce the number of multiplications. On the other hand, it is known that P n À I is prime for n SY UY IQY IWY Á Á Á . When P n À I is prime, Algorithm [Chang] is not applicable. In such a case, since n (b P) is odd, we can always decompose P n À I as PP nÀIaP I Â P nÀIaP À I I and can reduce the number of multiplications by our algorithm. Table 1 shows one of the optimal decompositions of m À I for m P n (R n IT). In digital systems, m is often selected as a multiple of word size of the computer such as QPk, where k is an integer. Table 2 shows one of the optimal decompositions of m À I for m QPk (I k QI). Table 3 shows one of the optimal decompositions of m À I for every m ( PST) such that the optimal decomposition consists of more than two components. For such m, our algorithm requires fewer multiplications than Algorithm[IT] and than Algorithm [Chang] .
CONCLUSION
We have proposed a new fast algorithm for multiplicative inversion in qp P m using normal basis. It is based on Fermat's Theorem. The number of required multiplications is reduced by decomposing m À I into several factors and a small remainder. We have shown the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm by showing optimal decompositions of m À I for practical ms.
The proposed algorithm can be easily modified for multiplicative inversion in qp P n m or in qp p m , where p is an odd prime.
